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Abstract:  

The first part of the paper deals with the most familiar way of taking part in decision 

making processes in democracies: political activism. It briefly compares patterns of youth 

political activism in developing and developed countries and focuses on the prevailing 

political apathy among youth, both with the mainstream and the alternative, in Sri Lanka. 

Using the post-independence history of nation building in Sri Lanka as a case study it 

provides illustrations of what such political alienation of youth from political decision 

making processes can lead to: violence.  

The second part of the paper deals with some of the recent efforts to involve youth in 

policy making processes in Sri Lanka. The paper warns about youth participation and 

consultation being tokenistic and being looked upon as a ‘criteria fulfilling requirement’ 

by both government and non government development actors. The paper by way of a 

case study involving the Sri Lankan Youth Parliament suggests some ways forward for 

avoiding such tokenism.  In his conclusion the author fuses his findings from the first and 

second part of his paper.  

 

Introduction:  

 

This short paper proposes to deal with the subject of youth participation in decision and 

policy making processes using Sri Lanka as a case study. The paper is in two parts. The 

first part deals with the most popular way of participation in decision and policy making 

processes in a democratic set up – political activism. The second deals with critically 

analyzing some of the recent efforts to involve youth in policy making processes in Sri 

Lanka. It will draw little from a limited literature review and more from the author’s lived 

experiences of growing up in a conflict affected zone in Sri Lanka and from experiences 

of being involved with Sri Lanka’s premier non governmental youth organization in 

recent times – the Sri Lankan Youth Parliament.  

 

The paper is founded on the premise that youth participation is quintessential in a 

democratic process. It derives conceptual legitimacy when connected with the notion of a 

consultative democracy. The concept of youth participation is not a novel creation and is 

best described as the essential characteristic of democracy, a system which involves 

consulting and involving the people who are affected by an issue to be stakeholders and 

participants of the process in efforts to address the issue
1
.  

                                                 
1
 The UN Guide to the implementation of the World Programme of Action on Youth (UN, New York; 

2006) at page 80 defines the importance of youth participation as “the process will result in activities that 

are based upon issues facing youth and upon their understanding of problems and will be therefore more 

relevant to the needs of their generation. Their participation can lead to better targeting of benefits to youth, 

the group that can best identify the impact of specific laws and policy. It can also help to secure the 

sustainability of activities as youth, as primary stakeholders, will be more invested in their momentum. 
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I 

 

Youth Political Activism:   

 

Youth political activism in developed countries: 

There has been some research and study that has gone into the subject of the changing 

pattern of youth political activism in developed countries. The World Development 

Report for the year 2007 titled ‘Development and the Next Generation’ deals with the 

subject in chapter seven of the report. It provides for a decent literature review on the 

subject. One of the key findings of the research done on the subject is that youth 

mainstream political activism is on the decline in high and middle income countries. In 

high income countries it has been widely documented that there have been measurable 

declines in political participation, interest in politics and membership in civic 

organizations. For example in Belgium youth sections of political parties have lost more 

than 60 percent of their membership. In Sweden within a span of 20 years membership in 

youth organizations have fallen by three fourths. In Canada the lower voter turn out being 

experienced in recent times is almost exclusively to lower rate of voting among young 

people. The WDR further cites a three generation, longitudinal analysis that separates 

life-cycle and generational effects which concludes that there is a sharp decline in social 

trust among American youth
2
. There are however according to the report indicators that 

young people are showing interest in these countries in alternative forms of civic 

participation including environmental activism and participation in protests (like the anti-

war campaigns in USA). The reasons for these are well articulated in the report: The 

declining interest and confidence in mainstream political institutions is chief among 

them. The effect of technology having reduced information and coordination costs has 

resulted in the rise in the relative power of firms, civil society organizations and other 

non state actors. This means that the power, prestige and legitimacy of the state have 

been significantly reduced.  

 

Youth political activism in developing countries 

The World Development Report citing the World Values Survey argues that in low 

income countries youth interest in politics might actually be rising. The report does not 

cite any reasons for this finding. The reason I believe is because there has been very little 

research done on mainstream youth political activism in the developing world
3
.  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
Types of participation range from consulting and consensus building, to partnership, evaluation and 

management”.  

 
2
 World Bank, ‘World Development Report 2007: Development and the Next Generation’,  Washington 

(2006) p.162 
3
 See for example Claudia Ibarguen, ‘Youth in Sri Lanka, A review of literature’, Working paper series 

No.2 – 2004, Centre for Poverty Analysis. Clauida citing Mitra,, Enskat and Frey, notes “In South Asia in 

general, little work exists on the performance of youth in the formal political process such as political 

parties, parliaments, assemblies or local representative parties”. However there have been quite a few 

studies that have looked at student politics in South Asia. Particularly in Sri Lanka there has been a lot of 

research and analysis on the cause of youth unrest in the country.  
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It is my contention that this finding does not represent the highly complex nature of 

young people’s response and participation in politics in the global south. From an 

observance of youth and politics in Sri Lanka I would claim that youth in developing 

countries still believe in mainstream politics as the only arena where actual change is 

possible because it is associated with power. Given the dominating nature of mainstream 

politics they believe that it is the only vehicle for any actual, lasting and immediate 

change. This is because non governmental, civil society based organization based 

activism has had very minimal impact on political change in our countries
4
. This is 

described by some in Sri Lanka as the ‘democratic gap’. It also needs mentioning that any 

effort towards sustained activism through alternative political spaces are negated by the 

violent forces which stand by or are part of mainstream politics.  

 

But whether youth are interested in participating in mainstream politics is entirely a 

different question. My answer to the question is in the negative. The main reason why 

they do not want to get involved is because to use the laymen’s words ‘the political 

processes in our countries are dirty drains’ that not many youth want to get into the drain 

and pollute themselves. Even if they want to get into the drain with the objective of 

cleaning it up they are warned that the system is so overwhelming that they might 

become part of the drain and contribute to its filthiness.  

 

At the same time quite paradoxical in logic to the above argument (that youth perceive 

mainstream politics as the only vehicle for actual change) but coexistent with it is the 

argument that youth in general do not see change happening through mainstream politics. 

The reason is because there is no political will or commitment to change. Another  

complimentary reason is the lack of or very limited access for young people to formal 

institutions of political decision making.  

 

The alarming conclusion that I arrive form these cross cutting arguments is that young 

people do not see any value in both mainstream politics or in the viability of alternative 

spaces in politics. It is at this stage that young people are drawn to use violence as a tool 

for political change. Post independence history of nation building in Sri Lanka is witness 

to all these cross cutting complex scenarios. There is abundance of research and writing 

that has established this.  

 

Case study 1: The Tamil Separatist movement of Sri Lanka 

I will first deal with the Tamil separatist movement in Sri Lanka. Though there are many 

factors that may be identified as to why Tamil youth resorted to militant means to find 

                                                 
4
 For an interesting thesis on how civil society work relating to peace building has impacted on mainstream 

politics of peace see Camilla Orujela, ‘Civil Society in Civil war: Peace Work and Identity Politics in Sri 

Lanka’, PhD Dissertation, Department of Peace and Development Research, Goteborg University (2004) 

The following statement of the author at p.259 is telling: “The conjunctures of peace initiatives and 

escalated warfare at the official, top level could not be explained by changing intensity or strategies of civil 

society peace work’. The thesis concludes that the work done by civil society in this regard mainly had an 

indirect impact. The main benefit of the work as the author says isin providing alternative discourses and 

through them alternative solutions. This no doubt is very important and needs to be continuously carried 

out. But I believe that our civil society needs to be more imaginative in terms of how to make the 

‘alternative’ the ‘mainstream’ 
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answers to their problems the shift of political control within the Tamil polity from 

moderate adult politicians to young militants is what interests us here. At the 1978 

general elections in Sri Lanka the main Tamil political party in Sri Lanka, the Tamil 

United Liberation Front (TULF), contested the elections in the North and East of the 

country (the Tamil-speaking majority areas) asking for a mandate from the people to 

establish a separate state and fashioned self government, in the form of a separate state, 

as the only way of redressing the grievances of the Tamil people. They overwhelming 

won the elections. Tamil nationalists still consider this to be a plebiscite or a referendum 

on the question of s separate state for the Tamils of Sri Lanka.   

 

None of the leaders who drafted the Vaddukoddai Resolution (the resolution calling for 

the establishment of a separate state) had even given thought to a strategy or plan to 

establish a separate state. As has been noted, the cry for a separate state was used as 

‘ethno-nationalist rhetoric’ and as a ‘symbol of resistance against erosion of Tamil rights 

and interests or an irreversible collective “manifest destiny” of Tamil Nationalism
5
.  But 

as the Late Kethesh Loganathan, a former theoretician to one of the Tamil militant 

organizations and later a leading civil society activist put it, ‘the Tamil militant youths 

took it seriously. (For the Tamil militant outfits) the rhetoric and path of struggle were 

different.’
6
 More than three decades of not so well organized non violent struggle for 

constitutional reforms had borne no results. Hence the Tamil militant youth were 

skeptical about the usefulness of a democratic political process to solve the problems of 

the Tamils. Hence when the TULF articulated this discontent in the form of a separate 

state it captured their imagination. When the moderate leadership was not willing to 

embark on a programme of action to realize what they had proposed the youth took into 

their own hands the task of accomplishing it and their weapon was violence. It has been 

more than three decades since and today they are (with the culmination of Tamil 

militancy through violent homogenisation in the form of the LTTE, the LTTE is) the 

single most dominating force in Tamil politics. (The monistic nature of the organization 

and the use of violence to quell any dissent within the Tamil society are definitely not 

helping the Tamil Nationalistic cause.) It is rather an interesting phenomenon that the 

moderate politicians of the TULF (now reconstituted as the Tamil National Alliance) 

today serve as LTTE’s proxies in main stream politics.  

 

Case study 2: The new left and the insurgencies in the South of Sri Lanka 

The second case that draws our attention is the 1971 insurgency that took place in the 

South led by the new radical left forces in the country organized as the Janatha Vimukthi 

Peramuna (JVP). The rise in youth unemployment among the newly ‘Swabasha’ educated 

graduates of Sri Lanka’s free education providing public universities was the underlying 

cause for the insurgency. Again though there are many reasons why this insurgency took 

place principal among them was the failure, disunity and disintegration of the ‘old’ left. 

The old left used revolutionary rhetoric but failed to stand up and deliver the ‘revolution’ 

                                                 
5
 Kethesh Loganathan, ‘Sri Lanka: Lost opportunities – Past attempts at Resolving the Ethnic Conflict’, 

Centre for Policy Research and Analysis, University of Colombo (1996), p. 60 
6
 Ibid, p.65 
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that they promised
7
. They softened their stands and took part in the formation of 

governments and assumed ministerial posts in view of tasting and benefiting from 

political power. Similar to the Tamil youth who were disappointed with their leadership 

the young lefts in the South lost confidence in their leadership and experimented a violent 

revolutionary path resulting in the loss of many lives. The JVP later in the late 80’s 

staged another insurgency manifesting an ethno nationalist agenda against the presence of 

the Indian Peace Keeping Forces in the country. Today the JVP fully within the folds of 

mainstream democracy uses a political rhetoric which is a crude mix of Marxism and 

ethnic hegomonism. They are a key force within the Sinhala polity preventing any 

meaningful solution to the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka.  

There is no question that the JVP and the LTTE have a great deal of influence over the 

two important youth constituencies in Sri Lanka. Both entities represent vital issues of 

interests but are problems on their own. Their histories serve as key warnings of the 

dangers of youth disillusionment and alienation from political decision making.  

 

How have adult dominated mainstream politics responded to youth unrests?  

As with regards to the Tamil Separatist movement it was formulated and is seen by many 

as a ‘National Question’ and not merely as a ‘youth problem’. The Tamil separatist 

movement is a youth manifestation of a sub-national movement which has parallels all 

over South Asia
8
. As with regards to the other type of youth unrest involving the JVP the 

following case study shows how mainstream adult dominated politics has hardly 

responded.   

 

Case Study 3: The case for legally recognizing a separate youth constituency within 

electoral processes.  

Following the second insurgency the President of the country at the time appointed a 

Presidential Commission on Youth with a mandate to ‘examine the causes of youth 

discontent, disquiet and unrest and to recommend remedial measures as are sufficeient to 

discourage these attitudes, behaviour or conduct’
9
.  Among many other recommendations 

the commission also recommended for a scheme for formal political participation of 

youth in the provincial council system in Sri Lanka (the second tier of government). The 

commission proposed that those falling between the ages of 18-30 be placed on a separate 

electoral register. Political parties and independent groups who wish to contest the 

election will thereby be forced to put forward candidates who would effectively deal with 

                                                 
7
 Janice Higgins in “Caste and Family Politics of the Sinhalese” cites evidence given by a JVP combatant 

to the Criminal Justice Commission set up to investigate the 1971 insurgency. The evidence according to 

the author ‘not only evokes the trajectory of many young radicals from traditional leftist politics to 

insurrection, it also exemplifies the perception shared by many, of traditional leftist parties as parties that 

betrayed the trust of the people”. Higgins cited by  Nira Wickremesinghe in ‘Sri Lanka in the Modern Age: 

A history of Contested Identities’, Vijitha Yapa Publications (2006), p. 200 
8
 Youth have spearheaded sub national movements in Assam, Balochistan, Vhittagong, East Pakistan, 

Gorkhaland, Jharjand, Kashmir, Mizoram, Nagaland, Pakhtunistan, Punjab and the Sindh. See Mitra, 

Enksat and Frey, “The Youth and the Challenge of Democratisation: A Comparative study of survey data 

from India and Sri Lanka”, appearing in ‘Sri Lankan Youth: Challenges and responses’, S.T. Hettige, 

Markus Mayer (Ed), Fredrich Ebert Stiftung Colombo Office, South Asia Institute, University of 

Heidelberg and Development Studies Institute, University of Colombo (July 2002), p.161 
9
 Report of the Presidential Commission on Youth, Sessional Paper 1 of 1990, Government Publications 

Bureau, p vii. .   
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the problems of youth. The candidates elected by this constituency will automatically 

occupy 40% of the seats in the Provincial Council. The commission further said that it 

could be recommended though not made compulsory that the elected representatives of 

youth themselves be under 30 years of age. What normally happens to government 

reports repeated itself in the case of this report as well: 17 years since the report almost 

none of them have been given effect to.  

 

 

II 

 

‘Participation is an objective, as well as a means, of development. From a human rights 

perspective, participation goes well beyond mere consultation or a technical add-on to 

project design. Rather, participation should be viewed as fostering critical consciousness 

and decision-making as the basis for active citizenship. Development strategies should 

empower citizens, especially the most marginalized, to articulate their expectations 

towards the State and other duty-bearers, and take charge of their own development’
10
. 

 

Youth Participation in Policy making processes 

 

The Rights Based Approach (RBA) to development has in the past ten years had a 

definite impact on the work of a whole range of development actors – Governments and 

state agencies, donors, international organizations including UN agencies, Non-

Governmental Organisations (NGOS), and Community Based Organisations (CBOs). 

One such implication of RBA in developing programme interventions is the emphasis on 

the notion of participation.  

 

Tokenism 

In practice, however, participation remains largely tokenistic and largely refrained to a 

narrow scope what is known as ‘consultation’. Most development actors consider it a 

painful burden, an expensive affair and as something that slows down the process. This 

explanation quite vividly captures the mindset of politicians and bureaucrats of state 

agencies in developing countries. They engage in a consultative process for the mere 

reason because their donors want them to do it. Hence they see it as a ‘criteria fulfilling 

requirement’ that needs to be satisfied.  

 

Case study 1: The making of the National Youth Policy of Sri Lanka 

The making of the National Youth Policy was an affair that span across two decades. 

When the draft youth policy was finally released by the Ministry of Youth Affairs in May 

2007 it was found that it was a work of plagiarism - a large scale ‘cut and paste job’ of 

the South African National Youth Policy. A group of concerned young citizens wrote to 

the Minister complaining that plagiarism has had a serious impact on issue identification 

-  a serious negative effect in identifying the specific and unique issues that Sri Lankan 

                                                 
10
 United Nations, ‘Frequently Asked Questions on a Human Rights Approach to Development 

Cooperation’. Office of the Commissioner for Human Rights, New York & Geneva (2006), p.26 
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young people face
11
. The group said that even where the issues identified were relevant 

there has been no attempt to discuss the specific relevancy of the issue identified to Sri 

Lankan youth. The overall effect is that the youth policy is of no use to the Sri Lankan 

youth. The group in its representation also looked at the process related issues regarding 

how the draft national youth policy was put together: “Although the proposal makes 

mention of the consultation done with young people in formulating this policy, having 

regard to the content we doubt whether there have been any significant input into the 

policy from such consultations. We suspect that the consultations held were tokenistic, 

given the serious misplacement as with regards to issue identification in the policy. We 

would like to request the Ministry to release and appropriately review the reports on the 

youth hearings and consultative workshops in which, the policy claims, more than 3500 

young people took part from all parts of the country”
12
.  

 

The issue in this case was not a lack of consultation but them not being taken into regard 

during the actual drafting of the policy. Hence what is needed is vigilant monitoring 

mechanisms that will ensure that such consultations form part of the policy in a 

meaningful way. The following case study would illustrate how the Sri Lankan Youth 

parliament handled one such situation 

 

Case study 2: The National Youth Consultative Process on the National Action Plan on 

Youth Employment 

In May 2006 the Youth Employment Network (YEN) of the Ministry of Skills 

Development and Public Enterprise reforms and the International Labour Organization 

commissioned the Sri Lankan Youth Parliament to carry out an island wide youth 

consultation process on the draft National Action Plan (NAP) on Youth Employment. 

The draft of the National Action Plan was put together by YEN who had processed it 

through the setting up of multiple working groups and by commissioning for research 

papers on different issues relating to youth employment in the country and by making use 

of already existing research and surveys on the issue.  

The objectives of the youth consultative process were defined as follows:  

Feedback: to provide the opportunity for young people from all constituencies in Sri 

Lanka to give feedback on the recommendations of the National Action Plan for Youth 

Employment (NAP).  

Ownership: to cultivate a sense of ownership among the youth for the NAP on youth 

employment and facilitate implementation of the recommendations 

Verification: to verify the relevance of the issues and recommendations outlined in the 

NAP at the ground level and from key stakeholders 

Implementability: to gain feedback from youth on the relevance of the recommendations 

and feasibility of implementation at the community level 

 

The Sri Lankan Youth Parliament right from the beginning in its deliberations with YEN 

and ILO insisted that it will not be allowed to be used a rubber stamp on the National 

                                                 
11
 Group of Young Concerned Citizens on the Draft National Youth Policy, Letter to the Hon. Pavithra 

Wanniarachchi, Minister of Youth Affairs, Sri Lanka titled: ‘Draft National Youth Policy- Requesting your 

immediate intervention’, 06 July 2007, p.2 
12
 Ibid, p.3  
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Action Plan providing legitimacy that it has been consulted with young people. It 

proposed that such a stamp will be made available to the Action Plan only when a 

comparison of the action plan in its pre-consultative state and the post-consultative state 

showed differences. The Sri Lankan Youth Parliament found out that there were at least 

15 concrete amendments that were made to the NAP following the consultations. SLYP 

while being a member of the national taskforce appointed for the purpose was also a 

member of the sub-committee of the taskforce that finalized the draft. SLYP is at the 

moment pushing for youth representation on the steering committee that has been 

appointed by YEN to monitor the implementation of the draft. The case study illustrates 

how youth organizations can avoid tokenism in youth participation in policy making 

processes.  

 

Issues of capacity 

As with regards to development agencies including UN agencies the author has noted that 

compared with people in the state agencies though there seems to be a willingness to 

engage in a process of participatory development especially when it comes to youth 

participation there seems to be a lack of capacity among the staff members to come up 

with mechanisms to facilitate a sound consultative process.  

 

A spectrum of the problem that youth activists seldom look at as is what I call the lack of 

an ‘inward looking approach’. I believe that there is a need to do more on capacity 

building among youth activists for them to be capable of lobbying for and being part of 

participatory processes involving young people. There is a lot more that youth 

organizations should do so that the adult world will start taking them seriously. 

Constraints such as lack of resources, decline in interest to get involved with voluntary 

work as a result of extreme monetarisation of development work are key challenges.  

 

Conclusion:  

While acknowledging that the term ‘youth’ does not denote a homogenous group to 

which programmes and institutions can be easily created in order to respond to their 

problems, alienation of young people from mainstream decision and policy making as 

this paper has illustrated can have adverse consequences. This calls for a need to create 

and provide access to institutions and to set in place mechanisms through which youth 

participation, whichever constituency they belong to, can be ensured. Creation of such 

mechanisms and institutions should not be tokenistic and if they are so would be 

insufficient to respond to the problem. Adult political and bureaucratic culture in South 

Asia is not willing to accept this phenomenon. This is linked I would argue to the larger 

problem of democratization in these countries. Paradoxically youth unrest, a product of 

democratic alienation will slow this process of democratization.      
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